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Abstract
A modern System-on-Chip (SoC) contains processor cores, application-specific process-
ing elements, memory, peripherals, all connected with a high-bandwidth and low-latency
Network-on-Chip (NoC). The downside of such very high level of integration and con-
nectivity is the high power consumption. In CMOS technology this is made of a dynamic
and a static component. To reduce the dynamic component, Dynamic voltage and Fre-
quency Scaling (DVFS) has been adopted. Although DVFS is very effective chip-wide,
the power optimization of complex SoCs calls for a finer grain application of DVFS.
Ideally all the main components of an SoC should be provided with a DVFS controller.
An SoC with a DVFS controller per component with individual DC-DC converters and
PLL/DLL circuits cannot scale in size to hundreds of components, which are in the
research agenda. We present an alternative that will permit such scaling. It is possible
to achieve results close to an optimum DVFS by hopping between few voltage levels
and by an innovative application of clock-gating that we term as clock scheduling. We
obtain an effective clock frequency by periodically killing some clock cycles of a master
clock. We can apply voltage scaling for some of the periodic clock schedules which yield
effective clock 1/2, 1/3, . . . By dithering between few voltages we obtain results close to
an ideal DVFS system in simple pipelined circuits and in a complex example, a NoC’s
switch.
Again in the context of a NoC, we show how clock scheduling and voltage scaling can
be automatically determined by means of a proportional-integral loop controller that
keeps track of the network load. We describe in detail its implementation and all the
circuit-level issues that we found. For a single switch, result shows an advantage of up
to 2X over simple frequency scaling without voltage scaling.
By providing each NoC’s switch with our simple DVFS controller, power saving at
network level can be significantly more than what a a global DVFS controller can get.
In a realistic scenario represented by network traces generated by video applications
(MPEG, PIP, MWD, VoPD), we obtain an average power saving of 33%.
To reduce static power, the Power-Gating (PG) technique is used and consists in switching-
off power supply of unused blocks via pMOS headers or nMOS footers in series with such
blocks. Even though research has been done in this field, the application of PG to NoCs
has not been fully investigated. We show that it is possible to apply PG to the input
buffers of a NoC switch. Their leakage power contributes about 40-50% of total NoC
power, hence reducing such contribution is worthwhile. We partitioned buffers in banks
and apply PG only to inactive banks. With our technique, it is possible to save about
40% in leakage power, without impact on performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, non-traditional computing platforms, especially mobile and portable
computing devices, have reached a level of computing capacity that equals the capacity
of more traditional devices, like desktop computers. This evolution is driven by the need
to support sophisticated and diverse applications, often running concurrently, aimed to
improve the user’s experience. At the basis of such evolution stands a supporting hard-
ware infrastructure, the System-on-Chip (SoC). A modern SoC contains multiple general
purpose processor cores and a number of application-specific processing elements, a fair
amount of memory (typically SRAM), other than more or less standard peripherals, all
integrated in a single chip. These elements need to be connected with a high-bandwidth
interconnection system. Therefore standard busses, which do not scale in performance
sufficiently well when the number of elements that are connected increases, are being
replaced by packet-switched networks. A Network-on-Chip (NoC) offers a much higher
bandwidth than a bus and also a significantly reduced latency.
The SoC concept is also moving from the domain of non-traditional computing platforms
to the more traditional one, and it is now common to have specialized hardware blocks
in a multicore CPU, connected to on-chip memory and regular processing cores with a
high-performance communication infrastructure.
One of the problems that affect such large and complex SoCs is that all the intercon-
nected blocks run each ideally at an optimal clock frequency, and often also at an optimal
voltage, which are the values that optimize performance and power consumption. As
a result, the SoC often is an asynchronous ensemble of components that run each in
a synchronous way with their own local clock. This kind of system is called Globally-
Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous (GALS) system. In the context of SoC with an NoC,
the network is also the bridge between blocks running at different clock frequencies. An
1
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NoC can be then designed as an asynchronous network [1] or, more frequently, as a
synchronous network with its own clock [2].
The downside of the very high level of integration and connectivity in SoCs is the high
power consumption. In mobile and portable systems, this problem is related to the
duration of batteries, which is one of the key factors that affect the user’s experience. In
desktop systems, this is often related to reliability and thermal issues, an has mostly to
do with the maximum power that can be dissipated while keeping the chip temperature
below a given alarm threshold.
The power consumption in SoC implemented in CMOS technology is made of a dynamic
component, which is proportional to the clock frequency and to the square of the supply
voltage, and a static component, which is the product of the leakage current and the
supply voltage.
To reduce the dynamic component, the method called Dynamic voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) has been successfully applied to many commercial products, and consists
in changing the clock frequency to track the system workload, and in changing the
supply voltage together with the frequency in such a way to guarantee that the voltage
is sufficiently high for a given frequency (i.e. such that no timing errors occur), but
low enough to save power. DVFS is very effective because of the square relationship
between voltage and dynamic power. Moreover, given that the way voltage is scaled is
approximately linear with frequency and that dynamic power depends on the product of
frequency and square voltage, DVFS makes the dynamic power vary almost in a cubic
way with the clock frequency or, equivalently, with the supply voltage.
The static contribution to total power is also reduced with DVFS, but to further reduce
it, the method called Power-Gating (PG) is used. PG consists in switching-off the
power supply of blocks that are not in use via pMOS headers or nMOS footers that are
connected in series with the block to be turned-off.
Although DVFS is very effective chip-wide, the power optimization of complex SoCs
calls for a finer grain application of DVFS. Ideally all the main components of an SoC
should be provided with a DVFS controller that sets the optimal voltage and frequency
for that particular component. Fig. 1.1 illustrates this situation for an SoC in which
blocks are connected via a NoC. It is clear from the figure that if each component runs
at its own frequency, which is set by the local DVFS controller, the system is globally
asynchronous and locally synchronous, i.e. a GALS system according to the previous
definition. Re-synchronizing circuits are required to make data move from one clock
domain to another. When voltage scaling comes into play, it adds a further layer of
complexity and level shifters are required when data cross two voltage islands. Level
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Figure 1.1: A GALS system with per block DVFS
shifters and re-synchronizing circuits are placed at the boundaries of the separate clock
and voltage domains, which is where the blocks connect to the network (“Vdd & CK
Xing” blocks in Fig. 1.1).
An example of this kind of GALS system with multiple voltage and frequency domains is
the Intel 48-cores chip [2], in which processor cores and NoC are grouped into 8 voltage
islands and 28 frequency islands. Two voltage reference controllers serve the 8 islands
and react to voltage switch commands in about 1 ms. Frequency controllers react more
promptly than voltage controllers do (about 20 clock cycles) and are more numerous
because they are easier to integrate, although they consume a significant amount of
power and area. This Intel’s chip is a research-stage device, but it is foreseen that
in a near future commercial products will contain hundreds of cores and specialized
processing elements integrated in a single chip. What is less predictable is, however,
how it will be possible to provide an individual, full-fledged DVFS controller for all
those integrated elements.
The usual arrangement for DVFS with few voltage and frequency domains consists of
off-chip or on-package voltage regulators paired with on-chip PLLs, as it happens in
the mentioned Intel’s 48-cores chip. To make DVFS scalable to hundreds of elements,
voltage regulators need to be integrated on-chip [3]. Voltage and frequency controllers,
however, consume power and area, because of the need to integrate passive elements like
inductors and capacitors used in DC-DC converters [4]. Such passive elements, contrary
to logic circuits, do not scale as technology progresses.
Based on this reasoning, it is then unlikely that each element of a core-rich GALS system
will be fed by a complex and bulky DVFS controller. Designers of future systems are
then left with two alternatives: grouping together many cores under the same controller,
or seeking solutions that do not use standard voltage regulators. In this thesis we pursue
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the second alternative and show that it is possible to design a simplified DVFS controller
that gets rid of DC-DC converters and of PLL or DLL circuits. In particular, we observe
that it is possible to achieve results close to an optimum DVFS by hopping between few
voltage levels and by using a new frequency scaling method based on an innovative
application of clock-gating. In Chapter 2, the method is explained in detail, whereas its
application to pipelined circuits is described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the application
to the core element of an NoC, the switch, is presented, and in Chapter 5 the power
saving obtained at the network level are presented discussed.
We have mentioned also power gating as an additional tool in the designer’s toolbox
for power reduction. Even though a lot of research has been done in the field of PG,
the application of PG to NoCs has not been fully investigated. We tried to fill this gap
by showing that it is possible to apply PG to one of the most crucial components of a
NoC switch, the input buffers, hence reducing its static power contribution to the overall
power, without a significant impact on performance. This contribution is described in
Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
DVFS Based on Voltage
Dithering and Clock Scheduling
This chapter focuses on the simplified DVFS scheme that we have devised. We first
set the ground for our contribution by summarizing the key aspect of DVFS with few
voltage and frequency levels, rather than ranges of infinite values between a lower and
an upper bound. In particular we put the accent on the voltage dithering technique,
which is shown to be effective and able to produce power saving close to what a regular
voltage scaling technique can achieve. Then we focus on the contributions of our work:
 One of the key components of our simplified frequency scaling, is the scheduler.
Instead of changing clock frequency, we schedule high frequency ticks of master
clock through clock-gating. We obtain effective clock frequency by selectively and
periodically killing some clock cycles.
 We discuss how voltage scaling can be performed in conjunction with clock schedul-
ing, in such a way that timing errors are prevented. We can apply voltage scaling
for some of the periodic clock schedules which yield effective clock 1/2, 1/3, . . . .
We show that by dithering between few voltages, and using corresponding effective
clock frequencies, we obtain power versus frequency behaviour close to that of an
ideal DVFS system.
 We propose a further alternative clock-scheduling method based on distributed
clock gating, to limit drawbacks of global clock-gating like current in-rush and
consequent ringing of supply networks. This applies to pipelined circuits and uses
stall signals that travels in direction opposite of data flow in the pipeline.
5
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2.1 DVFS
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a technique by which supply voltage
and operating frequency of a circuit under consideration are changed dynamically de-
pending upon requirements of performance and energy saving. Ideal DVFS consists of
infinite voltage and frequency pairs to choose from, one voltage for each frequency. This
unique voltage level is the minimum voltage that makes circuit work without any error.
The curve labeled “Ideal DVFS” in Fig. 2.1 made up of pairs of unique voltage and
unique frequency shows behaviour of an ideal DVFS system, describing how dynamic
power in a CMOS circuit scales when normalized frequency is varied from 0 to 1 and
the optimal voltage is chosen for each frequency value.
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Figure 2.1: Power versus Frequency
However, a practical system has a finite number of voltage and frequency pairs to choose
from. Also, frequency is not necessarily unique for each voltage available. The curve
labeled “undithered” in Fig. 2.1, shows a case in which two voltage supply levels are
used, and in correspondence with each of those two values, either the frequency range
from 0 to 0.5 or the range from 0.5 to 1 is considered. In each range, the frequency is
scaled but the voltage is kept constant. As a result, the dynamic power scales linearly
in each range, proportionally to the frequency, with a slope that is set by the square of
the voltage value in that range.
The DVFS method associated with the “undithered” curve in Fig. 2.1 is not very effective
in comparison to an ideal DVFS method, especially in the upper frequency range. The
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curve labeled “dithered”, instead, is close to the ideal curve. It is obtained by a different
DVFS method that consists in switching back and forth continuously, dithering that is,
between two operating points. Each operating point is a pair of unique voltage and
unique frequency. Thus there is a simultaneous change in voltage and frequency. The
other points in the curve, different than the two dithered points, are obtained as a result
of an averaging effect which produces an effective throughput, which depends on how
long the system stays in each of the two operating points while dithering, and produces
a correspondent average power. The straight line joining points (0.5,0.3) and (1,1)
in figure 2.1 shows achievable average throughput and power by dithering normalized
frequency between 0.5 and 1 (and the voltage is dithered correspondingly). One may
also choose to dither frequency between 0 and 0.5, and the straight line joining points
(0,0) and (0.5,0.3) is the average throughput/power line.
This method has been described in details in [5], [6], and [7], in which the authors show
that by dithering among a few discrete voltage/frequency pairs, it is possible to get
average throughput and average power close to what an ideal DVFS system yields, and
that adding more voltage levels results in an increasingly better behavior.
For the dithering method to be effective, switching delay between voltages must be
small, on the order of few clock cycles. Reportedly, in chip-wide implementations the
transition between two supply voltages takes hundreds of microseconds [6] [7]. Calhoun
and Chandrakasan show that “local” (instead of global) dithering using pMOS headers
connected to two supply voltages needs one or few clock cycles [5]. They also report
a small energy overhead. We therefore assume that switching overhead is small and
tolerable if a single DVFS controller drives one block of a GALS system and not the
whole chip. The dithering approach with two voltages and two pMOS transistors proved
to be effective also in two more recent works [8][1]. Another advantage of such approach
is that the circuit can be easily put into a low-leakage state by gating both power
transistors (at cost of losing circuit’s state).
In this Chapter, we will consider the case in which a limited number of voltages is
used. Moreover, either frequency scaling or dithering between fixed frequency values
is used when the required throughput does not correspond to the frequency value that
corresponds to one of the voltages. To obtain the fixed frequency values a set of discrete
values is obtained by scheduling via clock-gating the clock ticks of a master clock.
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2.2 Throughput Scaling using Clock Gating
If we assume that a synchronous circuit executes a valid computation any time it receives
a clock tick, its throughput is 1, that is one computation per clock cycle. Whenever clock
gating is applied, some of the periodic clock ticks do not reach the circuit’s registers that
are forced to keep their previous state. The corresponding average throughput will be
less than 1, less than one computation per clock cycle, on average.
Suppose now that a periodic clock-gating schedule is applied to the circuit in question.
In a time period of m+n clock ticks, m is the number of cycles passed through the gate,
and n is the number of cycles stopped at gate. Then throughput of circuit is given by
Thr =
m
m+ n
(2.1)
Where m,n is 0,1,2,3,. . . . We include the case in which m is equal to zero, as this is what
we define as “stop mode” case, which is useful when we want to stand-by the circuit. We
also include the case in which n is equal to zero (but in that case m > 0) as this is what
we define as “free running mode”, because the circuit runs unstopped, and throughput
reaches its maximum value of one operation per clock cycle.
Other than the corner cases in which m and n are zero, there are other important cases
to consider. The most relevant for the discussion that follows is when m takes value 1:
Thr =
1
1 + n
(2.2)
Where n is 0,1,2,3,. . . In particular, if n > 0, (2.2) indicates that we have only one cycle
passed through gate out of two or more cycles, and the throughput takes values such as
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and so on. The distance between two passed clock ticks in terms of clock
cycles is 2, 3, 4, and so on. This means that the circuits that elaborate between valid
clock ticks have a longer time available for execution than in free running mode. Hence
reduction in supply voltage may be considered.
To obtain throughput values greater than 1/2 and approaching 1, it is necessary to set
m > 1. In practice, it is sufficient to set n = 1
Thr =
m
m+ 1
(2.3)
and have m take values 2, 3, 4,. . . , so that the throughput follows the progression 2/3,
3/4, 4/5, and so on. In this case two or more consecutive clock ticks are passed through
the gate. The circuit does not have more time to elaborate in a single clock cycle than
in the free running mode. Therefore, circuit needs to be operated at nominal supply
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voltage from throughput 2/3 onward. In our approach to DVFS, the 1/2 case (50%) is
the highest throughput at which less than nominal supply voltage may be considered.
In standard frequency scaling, the throughput of a circuit is changed by tuning oscillator
(clock generator) so as to obtain the desired frequency. In our technique, we vary
throughput by applying clock gating to the stream of clock pulses produced by an
oscillator. Thus, even though we let oscillator run at constant frequency all the time,
we do vary throughput of the circuit under consideration. Therefore, we are creating
an “effective clock” for the circuit, which consists of a scheduled block of m+ n pulses.
The corresponding “effective clock frequency” is given by
effective clock frequency =
m
m+ n
x oscillator frequency (2.4)
In simple words, we may say:
effective clock frequency = throughput factor x oscillator frequency (2.5)
2.3 Table of Schedules
An (m,n) schedule is, in our system, a pair of m and n values that produce an effective
clock with a scheduled block of m + n pulses. We selected sixteen different (m,n)
schedule values that produce the throughput factors in Tab. 2.1 according to (2.1). The
values of throughput ratio have been chosen with the intention to maintain a monotonic
behaviour as well as reasonable distance between predecessor and successor values.
The sixteen schedules in table are indexed with a 4-bit binary code and have the following
features:
 The Schedule table is almost symmetrical above and below schedule 0111 for num-
ber of cycles in a given schedule. Schedule 1100 is the only exception.
 Schedule 0000 corresponds to stop mode, and schedule 1111 to free run mode.
 Simplified ratio for schedule 1111 is 1/1. Similarly, for schedule 0000 it is 0/1. In
table it is mentioned as 16/16 and 0/16 to show monotonic behaviour (increasing
number of clock cycle above and below 50%) only. In fact, both schedules act on
single clock cycles. Other schedules act on two or more clock cycles.
 Schedule 0000 has highest priority and can interrupt any schedule at any time
before its completion. No other schedule can interrupt others.
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Table 2.1: Schedules
schedule pulse/out of rate (%)
00 00 0/16 0.00
00 01 1/16 6.25
00 10 1/10 10.00
00 11 1/7 14.29
01 00 1/5 20.00
01 01 1/4 25.00
01 10 1/3 33.33
01 11 1/2 50.00
10 00 2/3 66.67
10 01 3/4 75.00
10 10 4/5 80.00
10 11 6/7 85.71
11 00 7/8 87.50
11 01 9/10 90.00
11 10 15/16 93.75
11 11 16/16 100.00
2.4 The Scheduler
sch[3:0]sch_in[3:0]
force reset equal
sch[3] clock enable
4−bit
FF
schedule−to−count
translator
4−bit up−counter 4−bit comparator
Enable/Disable
Figure 2.2: Block Diagram : Scheduler
To create a periodic clock gating signal in accordance with table 2.1, we devised a
circuit named scheduler. As shown in block diagram in Fig. 2.2, the desired schedule is
an input sampled by a 4-bit register on the clock’s rising edge. The registered schedule
is converted into a count value through a look-up table in block “schedule-to-count
translator”. The count value is made available to a 4-bit comparator that compares it
with the value accumulated by a 4-bit up counter. If count value matches the counter’s
output, the comparator asserts the equality signal. This equality signal resets counter
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on next clock cycle. Also, this signal is used to generate a clock-gating signal via the
“Enable/Disable” block.
Count value is the number of clock cycles m + n over which schedule is applied. This
has been listed in table 2.1 as “out of”, i.e. the denominator of the throughput fraction.
For example, schedules 0001 and 1110 have count value of 16; whereas schedule 0111
has count value of 2.
Fourth bit of schedule determines whether clock cycles be enabled first and only last
cycle be disabled, or it is the other way round: clock cycles be disabled first and only
last cycle be enabled to pass through the gate. For short, “first enable and last disable”
or “first disable and last enable”.
If schedules higher than 0111 are applied, then scheduler will first enable all clock cycles
to pass through the gate and will stop (disable) only the last one. For example, if
schedule 1000 (fourth bit 1) is applied. Scheduler will apply clock gating signal over 3
clock cycles. It will let first two clock cycles pass through the gate (first enable), and
will stop the last cycle at gate (last disable).
If schedule 0111 or lesser are applied, then scheduler will disable all clock cycles and will
let only the last one to pass through the gate. For example, if schedule 0110 (fourth bit
0) is applied, the scheduler will apply clock gating signal over 3 clock cycles. It will first
disable two clock cycles and will let the last one to pass through the gate.
Fig. 2.3 shows waveforms of the scheduled effective clock corresponding to all schedules.
1/3
2/3
1/2
3/4
4/5
6/7
7/8
9/10
15/16
1/4
1/5
1/7
1/10
1/16
0
1
Figure 2.3: Sketch of all waveforms produced using clock gating
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2.5 Standard vs clock gating based frequency scaling
Figure 2.4 compares standard frequency scaling with clock gating based frequency scal-
ing. Nominal clock of period 1 unit has been compared with period of 2/3,1/2 and 1/3
times of nominal clock period. One may note that standard frequency scaling is achieved
by proportional increase in ON and OFF times of clock. This, consequently, shifts rising
and falling edges of clock relative to nominal clock’s edges.
1
2/3
1/2
1/3
1
Standard Frequency Scaling
Clock−Gating Based Frequency Scaling
2/3
1/2
1/3
Figure 2.4: Standard vs Clock-gating based frequency scaling
In contrast with standard frequency scaling, clock-gating based frequency scaling is
obtained by periodically killing (clock gating) ticks (pulses) of nominal clock stream
(here marked as 1). For example, effective clock 2/3 has been obtained by allowing two
pulses to pass through the gate and by killing (gating) third tick. Clock 1/2 has been
obtained by gating first tick and allowing second tick to pass through the gate. Similar
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analogy applies to clock 1/3 where first two ticks have been gated and third one has
been allowed to pass through.
It is to be noted that there is no shift in position of rising and falling edges of effective
clocks 2/3, 1/2 and 1/3 relative to nominal clock 1. Thus, circuit is always synchronized
with oscillator in terms of phase. Thus in reference to a GALS system, where one
master clock may serve all circuits, all circuits will remain synchronized with master
clock in terms of phase. Interfacing two systems running at two different “effective clock
frequencies” is then much simpler than interfacing two “real” different clock frequencies
because we avoid any resynchronization issues[9][10].
2.6 Voltage Scaling
Figs. 2.3-2.4 make evident that the minimum distance between clock edges remain equal
to one clock cycles for schedules of kind 2/3, 3/4, . . . In these cases voltage scaling cannot
be applied because propagation delays will grow and will create timing errors. This
situation can be better explained in reference to a pipelined circuit like the one depicted
in Fig. 2.5. We have a combinational circuit (CL) sandwiched between two pipeline
registers. Data is provided (launched) by input register (REG in) to this combinational
circuit to get it processed. Output of combinational circuit is received (captured) at
output register (out REG).
A voltage scaling module having various level of supply at its input is shown at top of
pipeline. This module consists of pMOS power switches to scale voltage among many
available supply levels.
Clock gating based frequency scaling module has been deployed to serve effective clock
to this circuit. This has been shown at bottom of figure with having only input of clock
(clk). This module is made up of scheduler and clock gating circuit.
Let suppose our circuit runs at 1 GHz at the highest voltage and there is no delay
margin (circuit delay and clock overhead sum up to 1 ns). We have applied schedule
1111 (throughput factor 1). As shown in upper sketch of Fig. 2.6, our circuit operates
satisfactorily. If we now reduce supply level, we see a timing error. This error continues
till schedule 1000 (throughput factor 2/3) as depicted in middle sketch of the figure.
This is because, even through throughput has been reduced, time distance between two
nearest clock ticks is still equal to that of nominal clock. Thus we need to increase
time distance between launch and capture clock edges of input and output registers. In
standard DVFS, clock frequency is reduced for this purpose. In our case, we must apply
schedules 0111 or smaller (throughput factor equal or less than 1/2). We have least
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of pipeline with DVFS control
CL stands for combinational logic, REG is for register.
distance between two clock pulses equal to two or more times of period of nominal clock
for these schedule. Hence, we may safely apply a lower supply voltage as shown at the
bottom of the figure.
Scaled Vdd value can be obtained from curves like the one in figure 2.7. Here, the
voltage that makes the delay twice or three times the one at the highest voltage (2 ns
and 3 ns in figure) can be used for schedules 0111 (1/2) and 0110 (1/3). For the cases
shown in figure, fastest pair is Vdd 1 and schedule 1111 (delay: 1 ns), followed by Vdd
2 and schedule 0111 (delay: 2 ns) and by Vdd 3 and schedule 0110 (delay: 3 ns).
Coordination between voltage and effective clock frequency change is crucial to avoid
timing errors. Any time a voltage change is required, the scheduler clocks the gate (by
temporarily setting the schedule to 0000) for the minimum number of cycles needed to
have the voltage settle to the new value. According to [5] one or few cycles are sufficient.
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Figure 2.6: Supply level reduction and timing error
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Figure 2.7: Typical Voltage vs Delay curve for a circuit in 45nm CMOS technology

Chapter 3
DVFS and pipelined circuits
We have seen in the previous chapter that our method for frequency scaling consists in
using a scheduler that produces periodic schedules of clock ticks via clock-gating. For
some of these schedules, it is possible to apply voltage scaling. In this Chapter we first
analyze two possible methods for the detailed implementation of clock gating in pipelined
circuits. Then we validate our contributions in reference to simple pipelined circuits and
a more complex pipelined switch to be used in an NoC. We derive power figures and
show that power saving obtained with our method in conjunction with dithering is close
to what an ideal DVFS can get.
3.1 Clock Gating Mechanisms
We have considered two mechanisms of clock gating:
 Global Clock Gating
 Distributed Clock Gating
3.1.1 Global Clock Gating
A global clock-gating mechanism applied to a pipelined circuit, like the one depicted in
figure 3.1, consists of a control circuit which controls all registers of the pipeline together.
This controller uses scheduler (SCH in figure) and clock-gating logic (represented by the
AND gate in figure) to stall all registers at once, or enable all of them together.
17
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Figure 3.1: Global Clock Gating
3.1.2 Distributed Clock Gating
Application of global clock-gating may end up in problems like inductive noise and
ringing of power supply lines because of current surge caused by fast turn-on/turn-off
[11]. To prevent problems associated with sudden current inrush when global clock-
gating is applied, a distributed clock-gating mechanism can be used. Every register in
a pipeline stage is provided with its own small clock-gating controller. Scheduler sends
enable signal to the last stage of pipeline. Controller of that stage enables the clock.
It also forwards the enable signal to preceding stage on next clock cycle. In turn, the
latter stage does the same with the stage that comes before it. In essence, the enable
signal gets backpropagated and “pipelined”.
To avoid loss of data when the enable signal goes low at some point in time and in a
given pipe stage, one has to have two memory elements instead of a single register. First
one is needed because as soon as enable signal goes down (stop), stopped stage has to
have its output data on hold until withdrawal of stop. At the same time, one has to
store newly arrived data. This new data is stored in second memory element and made
available after the data on hold flows down in the system.
Distributed clock-gating mechanism can be implemented in two ways: using registers
and using latches.
3.1.2.1 Register based distributed clock gating
In this mechanism, two memory elements required per stage consist of two registers and
one multiplexer. This arrangement is shown in figure 3.2. When a disable signal is
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applied, data of main register remains intact; while queue register accepts newly arrived
data. Once data of main register flows down in the pipeline; stop signal is withdrawn.
As soon as stop condition is withdrawn, content of queue register is made available to
the data path to have it flow down.
This circuit, made of two memory elements along with control logic and a mux, is called
Relay Station. This was introduced in context of SoC design to tolerate wire delays
in pipelined interconnect [12]. Here we modify clock-gating controller to handle just
a counter-flowing enable/disable signal; whereas in [12] there is also a validity signal
flowing in the same direction of data which is immaterial for our purposes.
Figure 3.2: Register based distributed clock gating
3.1.2.2 Latch based distributed clock gating
This mechanism makes separate use of two latches which makes-up master-slave flip-
flops. In this mechanism, data passes through two latches which also act as their place
holder. When a stop condition is applied, latch acting on High-phase of clock, keeps
on hold the data it already had. Latch acting on Low-phase of clock, accepts new data
from preceding stage. Once data of High-phase flows down, stop is withdrawn. Thus,
content of Low-phase latch replaces the content of High-phase one. Figure 3.3 shows
this arrangement.
This smart method of using two latches was suggested first in [13] in the context of
micropipelined circuits and then ameliorated in [14]. Exactly like in register based clock
gating, we modified the clock-gating controller of the two latches to remove the validity
signal.
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Figure 3.3: Latch based distributed clock gating
Two latches in a standard-cell library are usually bigger than one flip-flop. However, it
is possible to design a new cell that is basically a master-slave flip-flop with separate
access to its internal latches, with the only overhead of the space for the contact to
access the extra pin for the secondary signal. It is worth noting that the two latches use
a single-phase clock, so routing an additional clock tree is unnecessary.
3.1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
Global clock gating requires only one control circuit to drive all stages of pipeline. Under
distributed clock gating arrangement, each stage has its own small control circuit. This
results in small overhead [14], however. This is the price to pay for smoothing power
envelop when system passes from full clocking to no clocking. Full clocking to no clocking
is the worst case for power supply to ring.
It is worthy to note that at any time, there is only one stage to be enabled or disabled
in distributed clock-gating. This is advantageous because, large clock fanout in global
clock-gating gets divided into many smaller fanouts of distributed clock-gating. This
minimizes delay from input schedule to clock-enable, and simplifies interface of the logic
under control of scheduler with other logic circuits clocked at the same frequency, but
which do not use clock-gating.
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3.2 Circuit Characterization at Different Voltages
As it was explained before, voltage scaling can be applied when effective clock frequency
is 1/2, 1/3, . . . , of the full speed value. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the minimum
voltage that can be applied at such scaled frequencies, given a target technology for
our designs. All our experiments reported in this thesis are based on a 45nm CMOS
technology from ST Microelectronics. We had libraries of standard cells that were
characterized in terms of delay and power consumption at supply voltages of 1.15V,
1.10V, 1.00V and 0.95V. We had to extrapolate other voltages for our purposes. One of
the extrapolated curves of delay vs voltage is shown in figure 3.4 for illustration.
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Figure 3.4: Extrapolation of Voltage
We obtained the curve by compiling and synthesizing first a sample circuit using Syn-
opsys Design Compiler at highest supply voltage of 1.15V. We got Synopsys produce
timing report using all four voltage libraries. With help of timing report, we calculated
delay of critical path for each available supply voltage (1.15V, 1.10V, 1.00V, 0.95V). Let
say, we had delay of Thigh at supply level of 1.15V. We plot all four delay points. We
extrapolated supply level required for delay two times of Thigh (Tlow in figure), needed
to run the circuit at schedule 1/2. The curve shows that 0.87 V (Vlow) can be used in
this case. We did a similar extrapolation for delay three times of Thigh (not shown in
figure) for the schedule 1/3, and determined that 0.73 V can be used for that schedule.
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3.3 Validation of Proposal
To validate our approach we experimented first with simple pipelined circuits that per-
form 32-bits arithmetic additions; and then with a pipelined switch used in a NoC. For
each circuit under test and clock-gating method outlined in section 3.1, our methodology
consists of the following steps:
• Synthesis is performed targeting a standard-cell library characterized at the highest
voltage and with clock constraint corresponding to the highest frequency.
• Timing analysis is performed with previously obtained gate-level netlist at different
voltages. The critical path and its delay are recorded so as to build a curve of worst
delay versus voltage (like the one in figure 2.7).
• For the ideal DVFS case, power is evaluated at every voltage/frequency pair ob-
tained from previous analysis.
• In the delay/voltage curve, voltages corresponding to a clock period twice and
three times the period at the maximum voltage are identified. (e.g. in figure
2.7, 1.1V for 1 ns is the highest voltage/frequency pair, 0.89V for 2 ns and 0.8V
for 3 ns.) These voltages can be supplied to clock-gated circuits when effective
clock frequency is 1/2 and 1/3 of the highest one (0.50 GHz and 0.333 GHz in the
example in figure 2.7).
• Power consumption is evaluated varying the input schedule in the dithered and
non-dithered cases. Power evaluation consisted in running a 1-ms simulation at
gate-level (post-synthesis) with random input patterns and back-annotation of net
activities into Synopsys Design Compiler.
In sections 3.4 and 3.5, we discuss results obtained for simple pipeline and switch,
respectively.
3.4 A Simple Pipelined Circuit
Curves labeled Ideal DVFS in figures 3.5 and 3.6 represent optimal power obtained when
an ideal DVFS controller feeds our simple, three-stage pipelined adder. In Fig. 3.5 global
clock gating was used. In Fig. 3.6 distributed clock gating was used in the version with
latches.
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Figure 3.5: Pipelined Adder with global clock gating
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Figure 3.6: Pipelined Adder with latch based distributed clock gating
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In that case x-axis represents real clock frequency and not the effective clock. Other
curves are for power versus effective clock frequency. For each type of clock-gating, five
cases have been considered: one, two and three supply voltages, and, with and without
dithering.
Single supply curve is obtained by keeping voltage at 1.15V and changing schedule from
16/16 down to 0/16. Refer table 2.1 for list of schedules. As a result, power decreases
almost linearly. This is the expected behaviour since dynamic power is proportional to
clock frequency. However, power scaling behavior is largely suboptimal compared to
ideal DVFS.
Dual supply curve without dithering is obtained with 1.15V in schedule range 1 down
to 2/3 and hence it superimposes with single supply curve in this range. In range 1/2
down to 0 we can safely reduce supply voltage, and so 0.87V was used.
Triple supply curve without dithering is obtained like dual supply curve in range 1 down
to 1/2 (hence superposition of two curves), and with third voltage equal to 0.73V in
schedule range 1/3 down to 0. In lower range 1/2 down to 0, the two curves get close to
the ideal one, especially triple supply curve. These are the best possible results without
dithering.
If dithering between two or three voltages is possible, we obtain better results, as clear
from Dual supply, dithering and Triple supply, dithering curves. In lower range there
is no difference with corresponding curves without dithering, because they have been
obtained in the same way. In upper range 1/2 to 1, dithering between 1.15V and 0.87V
gets us close to the ideal DVFS curve. It is clear from graphs that even two supply
levels are just sufficient for close to optimum power saving with dithering. Having a
third supply level, one can also save power in lower frequency range.
As far as difference between global and distributed clock gating goes, power results are
similar, with a larger power consumption of the distributed case between 3% and 10%.
Obtained results are in agreement with expected behavior of figure 2.1.
In contrast with latch-based clock-gating, if we use register (also called relay station)
based clock gating to implement distributed clock-gating, we would obtain a totally
different behavior, as indicated in figure 3.7. Power consumption without dithering is
not monotonic with frequency and exhibits a power peak.
To understand behavior of register based distributed clock gating, we have to look at its
activity in response to enable/disable signal received from scheduler. For all schedules
between 50% and 100%, with each withdrawal of disable signal, data move from queue
register to main register. As a result, when we increase number of disable signals to
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Figure 3.7: Pipelined Adder with register (or relay station) based distributed clock
gating
reduce effective frequency, we are actually increasing internal activity; hence power
increase. When we choose a schedule of duty less than 50%, we enable the pipeline only
once after two or more clock cycles. Hence we are decreasing activity by prolonging
withdrawal of disable signal. Thus we see a decline in power consumption. A sudden
fall in power in dual and triple supply cases is due to change in supply voltage. Since
schedules in range 2/3 to 1 are not used in the dithering cases, resulting curves do not
show any peak. Nonetheless the power behavior is far from an ideal DVFS.
From this first set of experiments, we conclude that we can rule out distributed clock-
gating mechanism based on register (or relay stations). Thus, for next set we only
considered global clock-gating and latch-based distributed clock-gating.
3.5 A Pipelined NoC Switch
We evaluated power consumed by a pipelined switch that we designed for a NoC used
as interconnect fabric for a GALS system. As it is shown in Fig. 3.8, our switch is
connected to four other switches located on north, east, south and west. All the switches
are arranged to form a mesh topology. Since the switch is also connected to a processing
element or a memory block, it has in total five input and five output ports, each 64-bits
wide. Flow control uses wormhole technique whereas routing uses the XY dimension
ordered method. It has been proven that it avoids deadlock [15]. Elementary unit of
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flow control is a 64-bit flit which can be sent or received in one clock cycle. Multiple flits
(in variable number) form a packet. Figure 3.8 shows the switch’s internal architecture
which is derived from the architecture in [16] and consists of three pipeline stages. First
stage is for link traversal and FIFO buffer write. Second one is for arbitration and
routing pre-computation. And third one is for switch traversal (through a non-blocking
crossbar). The pipelined nature of the switch makes it an ideal candidate for application
of the methodologies described in the previous sections.
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Figure 3.8: A NoC Switch
DVFS controller of switch schedules pulses of a master clock via clock-gating to obtain an
effective clock frequency. It selects appropriate supply voltage through pMOS headers. It
interfaces through 64-bits links with a local computational resource and with four other
switches (located on north, west, east and south), each potentially running at different
effective frequency and voltage. Resynchronizing FIFOs and voltage level shifters are
used to permit correct interfacing. Figure 3.8 shows switch connections and reveals its
internal structure that consists of three pipeline stages. First stage is for link traversal
and FIFO buffer write. Second one is for arbitration and routing pre-computation. And
third one is for switch traversal (through a non-blocking crossbar).
In global clock-gating implementation, scheduler disables clock simultaneously for all
pipeline registers. In distributed case, scheduler applies its enable signal to third stage.
Local clock-gating controller of third stage forwards enable signal to second stage after
one clock cycle and in turn second one sends it to first stage, after two clock cycles. In
both global and distributed cases, input FIFO write pointer has an autonomous local
clock-gating circuit to avoid dropping incoming input packets when scheduler disables
clock. When switch is clock gated, an output invalidation mechanism prevents surround-
ing switches and local resource from sampling its outputs (the most significant bit of
output data is used as validity bit).
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DVFS controller schematized in figure 3.8 selects among only two voltages, Vhigh and
Vlow. However, we evaluated power consumption also for case of three voltages, with
and without dithering, other than the single voltage and the ideal DVFS case. We tested
both global and distributed clock-gating and for this last case, we only considered the
latch-based implementation, having previously ruled out relay station method.
We implemented this switch in 45 nm technology used for previous set of experi-
ments. Procedure outlined in previous section allowed us to estimate clock frequency of
0.923GHz at the highest voltage of 1.15V. It is then possible to scale voltage down to
0.89V for an effective clock frequency half the value at 1.15V (0.923/2=0.4615GHz), and
to 0.75V for an effective frequency one third of the highest value (0.923/3=0.3077GHz).
Trends in figure 3.9 and 3.10 are in accordance with our expectations; and similar to
those of simple pipelined adder case. Results highlight though a less effective scaling
of power at a single supply voltage with respect to previous case: Ratio between power
at full speed and at zero activity is 2.5x whereas it was 6x for simple pipelined adder.
Especially in upper schedule range, from 2/3 to 1, scaling frequency is not really effective.
Main reason is larger impact of leakage power in this more complex circuit. Two voltage
and three voltage cases without dithering suffer from same problem in that upper range,
because voltage used for those schedules is still 1.15V. Once again, dithering is the best
option resulting in power curves that track well with the ideal DVFS case. Difference
between global and latch based distributed clock-gating is small. Since there is no
significant overhead for slightly more complex distributed approach, we recommend use
of this method.
Cost of controller is small 0.9% in power and 0.4% in area of the switch. Therefore our
approach to DVFS is very cost efficient.
3.6 Summary
We have discussed a simplified DVFS mechanism that uses voltage dithering among few
levels (two or three voltages) for dynamic voltage scaling, combined with a frequency
scaling method based on clock scheduling. This method is intended for applications in
GALS systems using an aggressive, per block power management strategy.
To validate our technique, we have designed some circuits in a 45 nm CMOS technology
and characterized them with standard synthesis and power evaluation tools. We have
compared power versus frequency curves with those obtained by an ideal DVFS system
( one that chooses voltage and frequency in a continuous range).
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Figure 3.9: Switch with global clock-gating
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Figure 3.10: Switch with latch based distributed clock-gating
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We have evaluated two different implementations of clock scheduling. First method cou-
ples clock scheduler with a global clock-gating circuit. Second one uses a distributed
clock-gating approach. For this method, we have also evaluated two alternative im-
plementations, register-based and latch-based. We have found that the register-based
clock-gating method is not effective in reducing power. Latch based distributed clock-
gating and global method produce similar results and are able to track well with power
versus frequency curve of an ideal DVFS system.

Chapter 4
A Simple DVFS Controller for a
NoC Switch
We have illustrated in the previous Chapters a simplified DVFS method that scales
frequency using a simple circuit, which we called the scheduler, and associates with the
scaled frequency a scaled voltage, which we vary in steps using two or three fixed values.
We have not seen yet, however, how the schedule and the associated voltage can be
chosen in such a way to minimize power while guaranteeing that the circuit workload is
executed. In this Chapter we offer a solution to this problem in the practical context of an
NoC. In particular, we focus on the switch element of a NoC to which we apply a simple
DVFS controller based on the findings that we have previously discussed. In summary,
these are the main contributions of our work that are illustrated in the following:
 We propose a simple DVFS Controller for a NoC Switch. This controller uses
two voltage levels to scale voltage. Two pMOS transistors are used to connect
the switch to high or low voltage supply, as suggested in [5] [1] [8]. Latency of
switching between voltages is low, few clock cycles. Frequency is scaled by clock
gating by means of our clock scheduler.
 Our DVFS controller leverages a control feedback loop to determine the most
appropriate effective clock frequency such that the switch is able to sustain input
traffic. We took inspiration from [17] which proposes a similar approach in context
of a DVFS controller for a processor.
 We also solve problem of asynchronous communication between different switches
in an NoC because all switches are effectively synchronized with a single reference
clock.
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4.1 Problem Statement
Network-on-Chips (NoCs) consume a relevant fraction of chip power [18]. To reduce
it, dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) can be globally applied to the whole
network [2]. Voltage and frequency must guarantee the bandwidth requested by the
network traffic [19]. Choosing voltage and frequency for the entire network requires,
however, a global controller to measure local quantities, such as load of network nodes
[20], an approach that does not scale well with the NoC size.
Besides, in traffic scenarios like the MPEG4 example in Figure 4.1, a local approach
outperforms by far a global one [21]. Here, load is high only for three switches out of
twelve. Global voltage and frequency are set by the highest load, even though many
switches can run at a smaller frequency, and so at a lower voltage. The histogram in
Figure 4.1(c) shows that Global and No-DVFS have the same power consumption.
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Figure 4.1: Local versus global DVFS in an NoC. (a) Communication graph in
MPEG4 annotated with normalized rates. (b) MPEG4 tasks mapped to a 12-switches
NoC, gray shading proportional to normalized switch rates. (c) Power consumption:
The local approach DVFS tracks better the local traffic by controlling voltage and
frequency of individual switches.
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A local approach to DVFS, however, has practical limitations. First, even though in-
tegrated DC-DC converters and PLL/DLL for individual cores in multicore chips are
investigated [3], it is unlikely that they be used in both cores and NoC switches [22].
Second, latency and power overheads for clock-domain crossing in the links between
switches, each running at its own frequency, are significant [20] [23].
Our DVFS method solves these problems. If we go for a local implementation of DVFS, it
is because of the simplicity of the scheduler–only a few gates are necessary to implement
it–and the circuit for changing the supply voltage–based on pMOS transistors and few
other gates, as shown in the following. This approach also solves the asynchronous
communication issue, because all switches are synchronized with a single master clock,
from which the effective clocks for each switch are derived.
4.2 Switch Architecture
We already succinctly presented the switch architecture at the end of the previous Chap-
ter. For reading convenience we report one more time the architectural scheme in Fig. 4.2
and comment on some aspects that we have not touched before and that are important
for the present discussion.
We assume that the DVFS controller located in each switch can autonomously choose
between two voltage levels. Therefore, at the inputs of each switch are located voltage
level shifters the permit correct interfacing with other switches that may be running
at different voltages. The output of the voltage level shifters go into the input buffers,
which consist of FIFO queues able to temporarily store up to 16 flits. When full, the
FIFO sends a signal back to the sender (a switch or a processing or memory resource)
to stop it and so to keep the data on hold which otherwise would be lost.
DVFS controller in figure 4.2 sets the voltage by issuing high n and low n commands
(n stands for active low) and generates an “effective” clock frequency based on the
clock-gating mechanism outlined in previous chapters.
4.3 Switch Effective Clock Frequency
The DVFS controller determines the effective frequency as the minimum one that makes
the switch able to sustain the input traffic rate. The rate is estimated by a control loop
feedback mechanism that attempts to minimize a suitable error function. Such error is
the difference between the maximum occupancy and the desired occupancy of the input
FIFOs. Figure 4.3 reports a block-scheme of the control system.
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of the NoC switch with three pipeline stages and DVFS
controller
The maximum among FIFOs’ instantaneous occupancy is selected (MAX block) and
averaged through a cumulative moving average (AVG). Such average helps filter out fast
variations in occupancy so as not to impair the control loop. The simple cumulative
moving average (CMA) method was selected because it requires the least amount of
memory. In fact, for a 16-elements average, the CMA of the FIFO queue content at
time n, qCMA[n], is computed as follows [17]
qCMA[n] =
15qCMA[n− 1] + qMAX[n]
16
where qCMA[n − 1] is the previous value at time n − 1, and is the only term to be
memorized, and qMAX[n] is the instantaneous maximum FIFO occupancy at time n.
The desired occupancy, qOBJ , which in our case is 8 flits, gets subtracted from the
averaged maximum occupancy. The PI block in figure 4.3 implements the proportional-
integral gain elements of a control loop, a variant of the classic proportional-integral-
derivative PID controller. The output of the PI block, which feeds the scheduler (SCH),
is an estimate of the maximum input arrival rate µ[n] (i.e. the maximum among the
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Figure 4.3: Feed back loop for automatic DVFS control
number of flits per clock cycle received by any input port) and is given by
µ[n] = µ[n− 1] +KIe[n] +KP (e[n]− e[n− 1])
Where e[n] = qCMA[n] − qOBJ is the error, KP is the proportional gain and KI is the
integral gain of the controller. The two gains are chosen in such a way to guarantee
stability of the loop [17]. The PI block contains two registers to store the old rate
estimate µ[n - 1] and the old error e[n - 1]. The smaller the average target occupancy
qOBJ, the smaller the latency of the switch at steady state. We experimented with
different values, and found out that the control system works well even with 1 flit, which
we finally set.
Computations of average, error and input rate estimate are carried out in fixed point
fashion using twelve bits for the integer part and eight bits for the fractional part. The
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scheduler block takes the integer part of the estimated rate µ[n] and applies a saturating
function to it so as to reduce it to a 4-bit value. The scheduler contains a counter that
increments at any clock cycle and gets reset when it reaches the desired periodicity of
the effective clock frequency it has to synthesize. For instance, if the desired frequency
is 1/3 or 2/3 of Fck, the counter runs for three cycles, from 0 to 2. A clock-gating
mechanism is used to allow clock pulses to go through or to get stopped. In the previous
example, for the 1/3 case the scheduler lets one pulse go through out of three, for the
2/3 case it lets two pulses out of three. In Table 2.1 we previously reported the 4-bit
schedule code, the number of pulses and the periodicity for a given schedule and the
corresponding rate as a percentage of the full speed.
The two-voltage levels are associated with the scaled clock frequencies in a simple way.
The low voltage is used for all the schedules that generate a throughput of 1/2 or less.
The high voltage is used in all the other cases. Fig. 4.4 makes this association evident.
Figure 4.4: Sketch of all waveforms produced using clock gating and association with
voltage level
The synthesized clock frequency is sent to the pipeline registers of the switch, as clear
from Figure 4.3. The input FIFO write pointer has an autonomous local clock-gating
circuit, not controlled by the feedback loop, which avoids dropping incoming packets
when the scheduler disables the clock.
The switch was described in fully-synthesizable VHDL and was simulated under various
conditions to check correctness as well as responsiveness of the control loop. We report
results of three tests.
4.3.1 Stepped Inputs: 0 to 100%
In Figure 4.5, all the input rates are lock-stepped up and down from 0 to 100%, a
worst case for response delay and stability. As we can see from figure, it takes about
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450 cycles to reach the input speed. When the scheduler rate crosses the 50% bar, it
suddenly goes to zero and then it gets back on track after a few clock cycles. This short
pause is necessary to change the voltage. Everything gets stalled through clock-gating
and resumed only when the supply voltage has settled.
Figure 4.5: Response to Lock Stepped Input from 0 to 100%
4.3.2 Stepped Inputs: 0 to 33%
In Figure 4.6 inputs are stepped from 0 to 33%. Since the 50% bar is not crossed, there
is no need to change the voltage and so to fully gate the clock. The figure shows an
overcorrection of the feedback loop that determines a little overshoot in scheduler rate
before settling to the correct value. The smaller step requires less clock cycles to get on
track, around 100.
4.3.3 Approximately Sinusoidal Inputs
In Figure 4.7, one of the input rates, input 0, goes from zero to 100% and then back to
zero, creating a roughly sinusoidal stimulus for the control loop. The other four input
rates, inputs 1-4, are kept constant and equal to 33%. The scheduler tracks the maximum
rate. Therefore, when input 0’s rate rises above 33%, the scheduler rate tracks it fairly
well. When input 0’s falls below 33%, the scheduler tracks the maximum rate, which is
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Figure 4.6: Response to Lock Stepped Input from 0 to 30%
33% in that situation, and produces soon a constant rate. Slower change in input speed
makes the system track it responsively and without substantial delay. Again, voltage
changes occur in this test, as shown by the abrupt schedule changes clearly visible in
figure, when the scheduler rate crosses the 50% bar.
4.4 Implementation
Our target is a 45 nm CMOS technology. The switch has been synthesized for the most
part, using a standard-cell library and Synopsys Design Compiler. We performed the
logic synthesis with a library of cells characterized at the highest voltage, 1.15 V. We
obtained a maximum clock frequency of 0.93 GHz (1.08 ns). The area of the circuit is
56000 square micrometers. The area overhead of the control loop and the scheduler is
only 2.8%.
We manually designed instead the voltage conversion circuits and the driver circuit for
the power pMOS transistors. To determine the lower voltage Vlow , we plot the critical
path delay of the switch as a function of supply voltage. We choose Vlow as the voltage
that doubles the delay (2.16 ns, and so halves the clock frequency) with respect to
the value at Vhigh. Figure 4.8 shows that this value is 0.89 V for our circuit and our
technology.
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Figure 4.7: Response to Linearly Variable Input
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The circuit in Figure 4.9 provides the scaled supply voltage to the switch. We use
standard cell gates from our 45 nm library, except for the two pMOSs, which have
low threshold voltage, whereas standard-cell gates’ transistors have standard threshold
voltage. PMOSs’ size (W/L=10um/0.04um) guarantees less than 0.5% voltage drop at
both Vhigh and Vlow.
6 inverters
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V low
low_n
10/0.04
(to switch)
10/0.04
ddV
set_hi/lo
V high
clear_n
X9
X9
X21
X2
X9
X2X2X2X2
X21
Figure 4.9: Voltage scaling driver circuit
Gate labels in Figure 4.9 indicate gate strength (X2, X9, etc.). The power supply for
these gates is always Vhigh. Inverters serve as delay lines and as buffers to drive the
higher load of nand gates. When a voltage change is requested, the xnor gate and the
three-inverter delay line avoid a simultaneous application, albeit temporary, of high n
and low n commands, by generating a short negative pulse on clear n signal, which force
both high n and low n at Vhigh . Waveforms in Figure 4.10 report an example of Spice
simulation results and shows the relevant signals involved in a voltage change.
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Any voltage change takes about 2 cycles of the master clock and consumes approximately
50 fJ. As an example, changing voltage every 100 clock cycles results in an additional
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consumption of 0.5 µW, a negligible fraction of the total switch power. The area of the
circuit in Figure 4.9, including the two power MOSFETs, is only 25 µm2 , 0.04% of the
total area.
Figure 4.11 shows the link between two switches (TX and RX) and the main signals
involved in data transmission. Whenever the TX switch issues a valid flit, the Valid TX
signal is set to high for a clock cycle, and a strobe signal is generated at the RX switch
(via clock gating) for writing data in the input FIFO (signal FIFO gated Ck in Figure
4.11). The voltage conversion stage is adapted from [24].
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Valid RX−VCValid RX
Data RX
Ck RX
FIFO
InputData TX
FIFO gated Ck
Valid TX
TX Switch
Vo
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ge
Figure 4.11: Simplified circuit for switch-to-switch data transmission
Waveforms in Figure 4.12 report post-synthesis Spice simulations of signals in Figure
4.11 TX Switch, clocked at 1/3 of maximum frequency, transmits data at 33% rate and
at 0.89 V. Data, validated once every three cycles with Valid TX signal, are sent through
a 2-mm link (modeled in Spice as a RC distributed line, with parameters taken from
our 45 nm technology file). The RX switch is working at a higher speed, and therefore
its voltage is 1.15 V. As shown in Figure 4.12, data and valid signals are converted to
the higher voltage. Valid TX is used at the input FIFO to create a write pulse via
clock-gating of the master clock, as shown by signal FIFO gated clock at the bottom of
Figure 4.12, which also shows that the FIFO is updated with the newly written data
(waveform Data Stored in FIFO).
4.5 Switch Power Evaluation
Power evaluation for the synthesized part of the switch consisted in running a 200 µs sim-
ulation at gate-level (post-synthesis) with random input patterns and back-annotation
of net activities into Synopsys Design Compiler.
Curves No Scaling and F-Scaling in Figure 4.13 report switch power versus input rate
with no DVFS (highest frequency and voltage), and with frequency scaling (variable
frequency, highest voltage), respectively. In a steady state condition, the input rate
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is matched to the calculated schedule rate. At half frequency range, power reduction
of frequency scaling is 14%. VF-Scaling curve shows that DVFS with two voltages
produces a relevant power saving: a further 2X reduction in power is possible when
using the dynamic voltage scaling together with frequency scaling. These results are
confirmed in the next Chapter by network-level results.
The power consumed by the controller is a very small fraction of the total power, around
3.3%. We can claim that the DVFS mechanism that we propose is very cost efficient,
both area and power-wise.
4.6 Summary
We have discussed a switch for Networks-on-Chip with a simple dynamic voltage and
frequency controller which does not use any DC-DC converter, PLL or DLL. Instead, we
use two voltages to choose from for voltage scaling and a simple clock scheduler for ef-
fective frequency scaling. We discussed how the switch autonomously chooses frequency
and voltage to keep up with the input rate through a digital control feedback loop. The
controller uses a very small fraction of total switch power and area, as we confirmed
through synthesis results obtained targeting a 45 nm CMOS technology. Results show
an advantage of the dynamic voltage scaling method over a simple frequency scaling
policy up to 2X.

Chapter 5
Local Automatic Rate
Adjustment in Network-on-Chips
with a Simple DVFS
In this Chapter we extend the results of the previous chapter, which focused on a single
switch, by reporting global results of power consumption obtained at the network level.
We give our NoC the name of LAURA-NoC, which stands for Local Automatic Rate
Adjustment Network-on-Chip. The reason is that each switch determines locally, with-
out a global controller, the best clock frequency and voltage, using the DVFS controller
and the feedback loop that were reported in the previous chapter. To evaluate the power
consumption of LAURA-NoC, we considered both the cases of synthetic traffic traces
and realistic traffic generated by common video applications. We evaluated power us-
ing Synopsys Design Compiler and SAIF backannotation from accurate post-synthesis
gate-level simulations.
5.1 Power Performance of LAURA-NoC with synthetic
traffic
As an example of how a local approach to DVFS in a 16-switch NoC outperforms a
global one, let us consider first the synthetic traffic scenario in Fig. 5.1. Here, load is
100% for four switches and 50% for the other twelve switches. In a global approach
to voltage and frequency scaling, a unique voltage and a unique frequency are set for
the entire NoC. The network bottleneck, which is the 100% load of four switches, forces
voltage and frequency to take the highest value, even though many switches can run at
45
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a 50% smaller frequency, and so at a lower voltage. As the bar diagram shows, in this
scenario there is no saving compared to a no-DVFS case tuned to the worst-case traffic
rates.
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Figure 5.1: Local versus global DVFS in an NoC with synthetic traffic. The local
approach tracks better the local traffic by controlling voltage and frequency of individual
switches.
The example of Fig. 5.1 is a situation of unbalanced traffic. The more diverse and
unbalanced the traffic is, the better the LAURA-NoC performance. Let us now consider
other scenarios in which we vary the traffic balance in the network. These scenarios are
represented by the traffic patterns in Fig. 5.2(a)-(c).
In Fig. 5.2(a), fourteen switches are idle, whereas the traffic between the remaining twos
varies between 0 and 100%. This is the most favorable case for LAURA-NoC, especially
for high x rates. In Fig. 5.2(b), the lower diagonal part of the mesh runs at 50% rate,
whereas the upper diagonal has a variable rate between 0 and 100%. This is a less
favorable situation. Finally, Fig. 5.2(c) is the worst case for LAURA-NoC. The left half
of the network nodes inject a 50%-rate traffic, while the right half injects a traffic at
rate x between 0 and 100%. Especially when x>50%, many of the switches, also those
on the left half, are heavily loaded. Therefore, the clock frequency must be high to keep
up with the traffic rate. We expect an advantage only for x<50%.
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Figure 5.2: NoC power performance for synthetic traffic
For each scenario in Figs. 5.2(a)-(c), we report a corresponding graph in Figs. 5.2(d)-
(f), with four power curves as a function of x: 1) no DVFS, 2) global DVFS with two
voltages, 3) LAURA-NoC, and 4) ideal local DVFS with pre-computed frequency and
voltage per switch.
The difference between ideal and LAURA-NoC is always within a few percent, because
the overhead of local rate estimation and voltage actuation is small. The no-DVFS
curves show a little scaling of power with rate, because of the variation of activity in
switches caused by traffic load changes.
In Fig. 5.2(d), LAURA-NoC’s power is 2.5 times lower at x=100% than no-DVFS and
global DVFS. As x decreases, the advantage with respect to a no DVFS case grows,
reaching 3.75 times at x=0, while the advantage with respect to global DVFS fades
out, especially below 50% rate because of the sudden voltage change (high to low). At
x=50%, LAURA-NoC is still ahead of global DVFS by 1.5x.
In Fig. 5.2(e), LAURA-NoC’s power remains consistently below the global DVFS curve.
The maximum advantage is at x=66%, where saving reaches 29%. At full rate (x=100%)
the power saving is 19%.
Fig. 5.2(f) is where LAURA-NoC has no advantage with respect to global DVFS and
the two curves almost overlap. At a very high rate, the traffic requires very high clock
frequency to keep up with the load and therefore the no-DVFS case, which has no
overhead whatsoever, actually performs better. But as soon as x falls below 66%, the
DVFS curves show the advantage with respect to a no-DVFS policy.
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5.2 Power Performance of LAURA-NoC with realistic traf-
fic
We report results related to four relevant video processing applications, already used
in the context of NoCs [25]: Picture-in-Picture (PIP), Multi-Window Display (MWD),
Video Object Plane Decoder (VOPD), and MPEG4. Graphs in Figure 5.3(a) and Figure
5.4(a)-(c) show the normalized communication rates between the application tasks. NoC
arrangements in Figure 5.3(b) and Figure 5.4(d)-(f) show how tasks have been mapped
and show the resulting normalized traffic load of the NoC switches.
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Figure 5.3: Local versus global DVFS in an NoC. (a) Communication graph in
MPEG4 annotated with normalized rates. (b) MPEG4 tasks mapped to a 12-switches
NoC, gray shading proportional to normalized switch rates. (c) Power consumption:
The local approach of LAURA-NoC tracks better the local traffic by controlling voltage
and frequency of individual switches.
We compared LAURA-NOC with two other NoCs. The first one uses a global DVFS
approach. We remove the local rate estimation and assume that a global controller can
set any voltage in range 0.75 V-1.25 V (for DVFS in 45 nm technology [2]) and set
the corresponding frequency for the whole network (clock period obtained with curve
in Figure 4.8. The second one uses an ideal distributed DVFS: Each switch has a local
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controller that selects voltage and frequency in the same range of the global one, and
switches communicate with small dual-clock FIFOs and voltage level shifters 1.
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Figure 5.4: (a)-(c) Communication graphs annotated with normalized rates and (d)-
(f) NoC mappings annotated with switch load rates for three video applications:(a),(d)
PIP, (b),(e) MWD, (c),(f) VOPD (MPEG4 is in Fig.5.3).
Figure 5.5 shows that the advantage of our approach compared to the global one is
clear, with an average power saving of 33% over the four video applications. The ideal
distributed DVFS case is on average 18% better than LAURA-NoC, but we did not
include in this evaluation the power of the individual DC-DC controller and PLL. We
expect these overheads to be even more than such 18% advantage.
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1Incidentally, this is how any DVFS NoC connects to computing or memory nodes with different
voltage and frequency, no matter the DVFS strategy.
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In terms of performance, the three NoCs exhibit different latency, while guaranteeing
the throughput required by the four video applications. Figure 5.6 reports average, min-
imum, and maximum latency measured when NoCs are loaded with the traffic generated
by these applications. The ideal DVFS approach pays the lowest power consumption
with the highest average and variance of latency. As pointed out in [20], the reason is
the additional latency for crossing different clock domains. LAURA-NoC uses a single,
global master clock and thus has limited latency overhead.
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5.3 Related Work
DVFS in NoCs is a relatively new field. A global approach was used in Intel’s single-chip
cloud computer (SCC) [2], and was proposed in [20] because it avoids resynchronization.
Distributed approaches with resynchronizing FIFOs were proposed in [26] [27] [28] [22].
LAURA-NoC avoids resynchronization by construction. Fully-asynchronous approaches
to NoC with distributed DVFS are reported in [1] [29]. LAURA-NoC complies instead
with a standard synchronous paradigm that permits to use commercial EDA tools for
design and verification.
Some authors propose a full-fledged DC-DC converter per switch [28] [30] [31]. As noted
in [22], area and power overhead makes this approach impractical for NoCs. LAURA-
NoC uses instead a simpler voltage scaling method and has commonalities with [1]
[31] [22]. Our voltage controller, however, is less complex than in [1][31] because the
current load is small enough for a simple transistor-based two-voltage switch. Links in
[1] always remain at a high voltage. LAURA-NoC’s links use the same voltage, low or
high, of the switch they depart from. There are no implementation details in [22] to
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permit a comparison. A similar circuit was used in [8] for the cores that communicate
through an NoC, whereas the NoC switches did not use DVFS. The work in [8] confirms
our results that switching between two voltages can be very fast.
Methods to estimate the rate in an NoC have been reported in almost all previously
mentioned papers, and virtually all of them refer to seminal paper [32], which reports a
general method applicable to on-chip and off-chip networks. In [32], metrics like buffer
or link utilization were used for rate estimation and to control dynamically voltage and
frequency of communication links. Likewise, [27] focuses on NoC links, but on-chip links
are not the main source of power, and thus DVFS has to scale voltage and frequency
also of the switches.
LAURA-NoC uses input buffer usage as it performs better than link utilization [32][29].
In [28] and [22], buffer usage is compared to thresholds to decide whether voltage and
frequency have to change. In [1], the NoC node is powered up as soon as a message enters
it and powered down when the node gets empty. These approaches do not filter rapid
traffic rate fluctuations, whereas LAURA-NoC uses a time-averaged buffer utilization.
Averaged buffer utilization is also used in [30], but an impractical DVFS controller is
assumed.
In [29], comparisons between average buffer usage and thresholds determine voltage and
frequency out of three values. We follow instead a more control-theoretical approach.
In this LAURA-NoC has features in common with [26] and [20], which however use a
global controller. Our feedback-loop mechanism takes inspiration from [33], in which a
similar approach is used for a processor’s DVFS controller.

Chapter 6
Reduction of Leakage Power in
Networks-on-Chip with Buffers
Power-Gating
6.1 Introduction and background
We previously focused on reducing a NoC’s dynamic power via DVFS. Static power is,
however, as important as dynamic power in current CMOS technologies. Therefore, here
we discuss our work on reducing a NoC’s leakage power. In particular, we focus on the
higher source of leakage in a NoC switch like the one in Figure 6.1, which is represented
by the SRAM buffers that make up the input FIFO queues. Since we do not want to
impact performance, and given that FIFO buffers are critical for a NoC’s performance,
we focus on reducing power of SRAM buffers that are not fully utilized. NoC traffic may
present large spatial and temporal variations, and so not fully loaded NoC nodes can
be reconfigured to save power. We assume that the SRAM buffers can be partitioned
in banks, as shown in the layout in Figure 6.2, and that each bank can be individually
put in a low-power state by cutting its power supply via power MOSFETs as shown in
Figure 6.4, a technique termed power-gating (PG) [34].
PG in NoCs has been previously explored by researchers, but we make original contri-
butions to the state of the art.
In [35] only leakage saving and NoC performance are reported, whereas aspects such as
area and energy overhead of power-gating and impact of power-gating on clock frequency,
which we cover in this thesis, are not discussed.
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Figure 6.1: A NoC Switch
This latter aspect is discussed in [18], but power-gating is used aggressively to com-
pletely turn-off a buffer. This choice minimizes leakage power but may negatively affect
performance, as flits arriving at a switch’s inputs when the buffer is off have to be pushed
back and delayed. We avoid this problem by keeping one portion of the buffer always
on.
The work in [36] proposes to control each buffer entry via power-gating but does not
quantify the overhead of such approach. Moreover, the conventional credit-based flow
control has to be modified, a congestion detection circuit added to the router logic, and
a congestion signal added to the links connecting switches together.
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Figure 6.2: Layout of 4-banks input FIFO SRAM buffer with per-bank power gating
In [37] authors evaluate various power-gating policies, which require special wake-up
signals added to the links. Moreover, their power-gating method is based on a modified
standard-cell library of CMOS gates, whereas we use a regular library. They evaluate
overhead of power-gating on power, but not the impact on clock frequency, which instead
we do.
6.2 NoC with Buffer Power Gating
To determine whether a buffer can be power-gated or not, we keep track of its average
utilization U via a simple cumulative moving average circuit. When U falls below a given
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threshold for power-down, U < THpd, we keep active only one bank and put into sleep-
state all other banks via power-gating. We keep on updating the average utilization of
the active bank. When U rises above a threshold for power-up, U > THpu, we wake all
banks up from sleep-state, and the SRAM becomes fully available. To avoid oscillations,
we set THpu > THpd, which creates a hysteresis.
Average
Buffer
Usage
Finite
State
Machine
EN 2EN 0 EN 1 EN 3
U < THpd
U > THpu
Local Port
North Port
East Port
South Port
West Port
Crossbar
Input Buffer
Bank 2Bank 0 Bank 1 Bank 3
write buffer
read buffer
clock
U
Power−Gating Controller
Arbitration
Switch
Route
Pre−
Computation
Figure 6.3: Microarchitecture of the switch, with detail of the power-gating technique
applied to the input buffers partitioned in banks.
Figure 6.3 shows the switch microarchitecture and shows that the PG controller consists
of a block that keeps track of the buffer utilization (this is where the cumulative moving
average is computed), two comparators to determine if the utilization is above or below
the thresholds, and a finite state machine (FSM) whose outputs are the enable signals
for the buffers’ banks. The FSM makes sure that power-gating is applied only after all
flits stored in those banks that are going to be turned-off have been removed from the
buffer and delivered at the switch output ports.
The controller belongs to the class of on-off controller with hysteresis (bang-bang con-
troller). If a single threshold is used, a much more frequent on-off switching occurs when
buffer utilization has little variations above and below the threshold.
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The size of the NMOS footers is a critical design parameter. A small size corresponds
to less gate capacitance and so to faster on-off switching and less energy. But it also
entails a higher VDS voltage drop when the bank is active; the consequence is a lower
supply voltage for the bank (Vdd −VDS) and so a longer propagation delay of logic
gates and access time of memory cells inside the bank. To determine the best size of the
NMOS transistors, we ran Spice simulations with the post-synthesis netlist of the switch,
to which we added the NMOS footers. In our 1.15 V 45 nm technology, the switch’s
critical path dictates a clock frequency of 1 GHz (at T = 25◦C, nominal process). We
set the NMOS size such that the critical path delay increases by no more than 1%. In
our technology, this corresponds to a 126-µm MOS channel width. The energy required
per switch is 0.67 pJ. We show next that this overhead is negligible compared to power
saving.
The turn-on delay of a bank also depends on the NMOS size and in this case is about 3 ns,
which corresponds to 3 cycles at 1 GHz. To account for variations (e.g. process, voltage,
and temperature), the controller waits 4 cycles before enabling read/write operations in
the turned-on banks. To limit the impact of turn-on delay, the active bank must not be
full when the other banks are being activated, so that it can absorb flits arriving in the
meantime. This problem is solved with a power-up threshold THpu sufficiently smaller
than the bank size.
Here lies the trade-off between power that can be saved and performance. The smaller
the size of the active bank, the larger the power that can be saved, but also the higher
the probability of having full buffers when traffic changes occur. Full buffers mean higher
network congestion and so longer delivery time of NoC packets.
To evaluate this trade-off, we built a NoC made of wormhole switches adapted from the
one presented in previous chapters and from [16], with the addition of power-gating in
input buffers and the PG controller. We designed the NoC switches in a 45-nm CMOS
technology. Here we report results obtained after evaluation of power with accurate
back-annotation of NoC traffic from gate-level simulations. We consider the traffic gen-
erated by four realistic video applications – PIP, VOPD, MWD, MPEG4 from [25] –
mapped onto an 8-nodes or a 12-node NoC, as shown in Figure 6.5 for the MPEG4 case.
We consider three cases of buffer/bank size (in flits, the elementary data unit of NoC
packets): 32 flits/8 flits (25%), 16/8 (50%), and 16/4 (25%). Each flit is a 64-bit data.
The choice of the thresholds is critical for both power and performance. We obtain the
best results in our simulations by setting THpd = 1 and THpu = 2.5. Clock frequency
is 1 GHz, supply voltage is 1.15 V, and temperature is set to 25 C.
To understand how much leakage power can be saved, we look at the average utilization
of buffers in a typical scenario. Fig. 6.6 illustrates an NoC mesh arrangement of 12
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Figure 6.4: Power-Gating with sleep MOS footers. In sleep-mode only one bank is
active
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Figure 6.5: MPEG4 tasks mapped on the processing elements of a 4x3-switch NoC.
Numbers indicate normalized load of the switches. Buffers in highly loaded switches
will likely be fully utilized, whereas buffers in other switches can be put in low-power
state
switches connected locally to processing elements that execute each a different task of the
MPEG4 application. Labels within the switches represent task names [25]. The shading
represents traffic load—the darker the higher. Numbers indicate average utilization of
input buffers. Only a few buffers have utilization greater than 1%, notably those of
the switches with the highest traffic load. Therefore, we can apply power-gating to the
majority of the buffers. This observation holds also in the three other video applications
that we examined: VOPD (12-switch NoC), MWD (12-switch NoC), and PIP (8-switch
NoC).
6.3 Results
The diagram in Figure 6.7 shows that leakage power is about 40-50% of the entire NoC
power without buffer power gating (NO PG bars). Leakage can be reduced by about
40% in the 32/8 case (PG bar), leading to a 20% total power saving. In the 16/8 and
16/4 cases, despite a relevant leakage reduction, the overhead of power management
(primarily extra dynamic power) cancels the benefit of leakage reduction.
We measured the latency with and without power-gating, reported in Fig. 6.8. We
observed a negligible increase of latency in all but the 16/4 buffer/bank size case. We
conclude that the size of the active bank must be at least of 8 flits for performance
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Figure 6.6: NoC mesh for MPEG4 application. Shading indicates traffic load of
switches. Numbers represent average occupation of input buffers. Labels describe the
task performed in each node [25].
reasons. Moreover, the size of the entire buffer must be at least 4 times bigger than the
active bank – like in the 32/8 case – to show a substantial power benefit.
Our experiments also show that power switching events do not occur frequently. The
distribution of switching events per buffer depends on the application and on the local
traffic load. A few switches undergo tens of switching events in 10,000 clock cycles of
simulation (up to 61 for a single switch in VOPD) but the average values are only 2.6
events in MPEG4, 2.1 in VOPD, 1.2 in MWD, and 1.0 in PIP. With a 1 GHz clock cycle,
and with an energy of 0.67 pJ per switching event, the average power overhead (total
energy divided by total time multiplied by the number of NoC switches) is 2.1 µW in
MPEG4, 1.7 µW in VOPD, 0.96 µW in MWD, and 0.54 µW in PIP. If we compare
these values with leakage in Fig. 6.7, we realize that the overhead is negligible.
6.4 Conclusion
The leakage power in NoC switch buffers can be minimized with power-gating by ex-
ploiting their non-uniform utilization. Even when some of the NoC nodes are heavily
utilized, others are almost idle. Through a partial power-gating approach it is possible
to reduce leakage without incurring a latency penalty. With our approach we reach
leakage saving in buffers on the order of 40% with a negligible impact on NoC latency,
as measured in realistic video applications.
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Figure 6.7: Power in a 8-switch (PIP) and a 12-switch NoC (MWD, VOPD, MPEG4).
Comparison between Power-Gating (PG) and No Power-Gating (NO PG)
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